BEFORE THE

POSTAL RATE COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20268-0001

SPECIAL SERVICES REFORM, 1996

Docket No. MC96-3

REQUEST OF THE UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
FOR A RECOMMENDED
DECISION ON SPECIAL SERVICE CHANGES

Pursuant

to chapter 36 of title 39, United States Code, the United States

Postal Service has determined

that several changes

related to special service

offerings would be in the public interest and in accordance
,,*--.,

applicable

criteria of that title. Accordingly,

Rate Commission

with the policies and

the Postal Service requests the Postal

to submit to the Governors

decision which supports the implementation

of the Postal Service a recommended
of the changes

herein requested.

The goals of this Request are to reform several special servioes, using new
data and analysis obtained since the last rate case, to better meet customer

needs

and reflect costs and customer

any

demand.

This Request does not encompass

changes to the rates for the classes and subclasses
special services

not specifically

either already been addressed
planned to be addressed

addressed

by the proposals.

by the Classification

in later Requests,

of mail, nor the fees for other
These areas have

Reform I and II Requests,

or do not, at present,

are

require significant

reform.
First, the post office box proposal includes the elimination
fees in offices that do not provide carrier delivery.

of tlhe basic box

This proposal

reflects the public

“-’ ”
service nature of these boxes.

Second, we propose adjusting

our city delivery ofice

-2box

fees

--Y

bring them more into line with those of alternative

to

current low fees in non-city delivery offices would be increased
the city delivery office fees (and more on a percentage

providIers.

almclst as much as

basis), to move toward cost

recovery for non-city delivery offices, and to reflect our recognition
disparity between

Third, the

that the current

the fees for city delivery and non-city delivery oKc:es is too large.

Lastly, we propose

a non-resident

surcharge

for individuals

and businesses

which

reside or are located in one ZIP Code area and use a post office box in another.
We propose

raising the current certified mail fee from $1 .I0 tO $1.50, IO reflect

the high value of service for this service.

In addition, the two types Iof return receipt

service would be merged into an intermediate
proposed

for return receipt for merchandise

Priority Mail and Standard
We propose

service offering.

A similar change

is

service, which would also be limited to

Mail.

increasing

the maximum

indemnity

available for iinsured mail from

$600 to $5,000, and the maximum

indemnity for merchandise

from $500 to $5,000.

by market surveys, this would enable the Postal

Service to compete
as electronic
document

As indicated
more effectively

and computer

reconstruction

‘-.

sent by Express Mail

in the parcel market for higher value items, such

equipment.

Finally, the indemnity for Exipress Mail

would be reduced from $50,000 to $500 per piece.

We propose a new special service fee of 2-cents for postal cards, to recover
the manufacturing
stamped

costs for these cards, and reflect their service value.

envelopes,

which are sold for a fee exceeding

postal cards are currently sold at no additional
We propose to simplify the registered
insured and uninsured
infrequently,

schedules,

the face value of the postage,

charge above the postage.
mail fee schedule,

and eliminating

and which have proven confusing

Unlike

by combining

the

many fee cells that are used

and hard to administer.

Finally, we

---i.,

-3-

i’--

propose to eliminate special delivery service, since the demand for thlis service has
virtually disappeared.
This filing is unusual in that it would have the effect of increasing
for the Postal Service, outside of an omnibus rate proceeding.
providing

revenue and cost information

base year. If all the

proposed

changes

1996, the Postal Service estimates
billion, and its expenses
nature hypothetical,

net revenue

The F’ostal Service is

projected for FY 1996, using IFY 1995 as the
had been implemented

at the beginning

of FY

that its revenues for that year would be $57.3

would be $56.0 billion.

While these estimates

any net revenue resulting from these proposals

are by their

will be helipful in

meeting the Postal Service’s goals for recovery of Prior Years’ Loss amounts.
The Postal Service does not intend to open up for consideration
fees other than those directly affected by its proposal.
believes that its proposed

classification

changes

Instead, the Postal Service

and fee proposals

are consistent

with the rates and fees resulting from the last omnibus rate proceeding,
R94-1.

While the Postal Service recognizes

presenting

at this time.

can currently

Docket No.

that there may be other mail classes or

special services for which reforms might be advisable,
other reforms, these special service changes

any rates or

and is actively considering

are the only reforms which it is

The Postal Service does not wish to maintain products

be improved,

while it waits until an omnibus proceeding,

which

or even until

other reforms are pursued.
The requested

amendments

to the DMCS and its attendant

further the general policies of efficient postal operations
fees enunciated

“

,.

in the Postal Reorganization

Schedules

and reasonable

will

rates and

Act. ’ See 39 U.S.C. §si 101(a), 403(a),

’ Some minor changes are proposed to remove gender references,
word “rent” in connection with post office box service.

or eliminate the

-4and 403(b).

The requested

changes also conform with the criteria of 39 U.S.C. §§

3622(b) and 3623(c).
In accordance

with the Commission’s

CFR $5 3001.54 and 3001.64),
prepared

Rules of Practice and IProcedure (39

the Postal Service files with this Request the

direct evidence on which it proposes to rely, which consists of 8 pieces of

testimony,

including exhibits.

Attachments.

The page following this Request is an index of

The testimony

for identification

and any workpapers

as shown in Attachment

of each witness have been marked

E. Attachment

E also lists the name and

phone number of the principal attorney assigned to each witness.
submitted

for informational

purposes

Further data

or in response to specific sections of the Rules

of Practice are included in the other Attachments.

The Postal Servilse is also filing

under separate

that are too voluminous,

inappropriate,
witnesses

cover associated

library references

for inclusion in the testimony, as well as the workpapers

noted in Attachment
as appropriate

conferences

(or any other informal discovery)

to the respective

WHEREFORE,
3622(a) and 3623(b),
submit a recommended

of the

E. The Postal Service may schedule technical

conferences

assigned

or

for specific witnesses.

Requests for technical

should be addressed

witness listed in Attachment

lto

the attorney

E.

the United States Postal Service, pursuant to 39 U.S.C. $i§
hereby requests the Postal Rate Commission
decision to the Governors

Postal Service and recommending

the proposed

supporting

,to make and

the Request of the

revisions to the Domestic Mail

-5Classification

Schedule

and its attendant

Schedules

set forth in Attachments

A and B

to this Request.
Respectfully

submitted,

UNITED STATES POSTAL. SERVICE
By its attorneys:

m+/
Chief Counsel,

Ratemakinig

Anthony F. Alverno
Richard T Cooper
Susan M. Duchek
Kenneth N. Hollies
Eric P Koetting
Scott L. Reiter
Anne B. Reynolds
David H. Rubin
Michael T T’rdwell
475 L’Enfant Plaza West, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20260-1137
June 7, 1996
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LIST OF ATTACHMENTS
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A
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Changes
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B
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D
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E
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F
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Special Services

REQUESTED

Reform

Atitachment

CHANGES

In this Request,

IN THE DOMESTIC

the Postal Service asks the Commission

changes in the Domestic Mail Classification
herein alter the DMCS
adopted

by decision

Governors

recommended

of the Governors

Schedule (DMCS).

by the Commission
and implemented

Commission

Automation

of the Governors

on Experimental

Rate Category,

SCHEDULE

to recommend
The changes

on November

by resolution

on April 3, 1979, effective April 15, 1979, and as amended

most recently by the decisions
of the

MAIL CLASSIFICATION

A

certain

request&

29, 1978,

of the Board of
from time-to-time,

approving the Recomlmended

First-Class

Docket No. MC96-1,

and

Priority

as implemented

Mail

Decision

Small

Parcel

by resolution

of the

,,.-..

Board of Governors
of the Governors

adopted on April 1, 1996, effective April 28, 1996, and the Decision

approving

in part the Recommended

Decision of the Commission

Classification

Reform I, Docket No. MC95-1, as implemented

of Governors

adopted

(which is published
attachment

A to the Decision of the Governors

the Recommended

of the Governors

on the Experimental

Rate Category,

Docket

by reference

in this Request.

DMCS

A, in part as

on Classification

First-Class

No. MC96-1

Reform I,

A to the Decision

of the United States Postal Service on the Recommended

,/-.’

incorporated

C, appendix

(61 Fed. Reg. 10,220), and in part as attachment

the Postal Rate Commission
Parcel Automation

The current

of the United States Postal Service on

Decision of the Postal Rate Commission

Docket No. MC95-1

by resollution of the Board

on March 4, 1996, effective July 1, 1996.

in pat-l at 39 CFR Part 3001, subpart

on

Decision of

and Priority Mail Small

(61 Fed. Reg. 17,210)),

is

Proposed
deletions

additions to text of the classification

are stricken.

The changes

schedule are underlined;

in the DMCS requested

proposed

---x

by the Postal Service are

as follows:

.-.
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EXPEDITED
CLASSIFICATION

160 ANCILLARY

MAIL
SCHEDULE

SERVICES

The following services may be obtained in conjunction
classification schedule upon payment of applicable fees:
Service
a.
b.

with maill sent

Schedule

Address correction
Return receipts
COD
Express Mail Insurance

ss-1
SS-16
SS-6
SS-Sa
t t * t *

under

this

Special Services Reform
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180 Refunds
181 Procedure
Claims for refunds of postage -must
under terms and conditions prescribed

be filed within the period of ,time and
by the Postal Service.

182 Availability

--..

4-844 182.1 Same Day Airport.
The Postal Service will refund the postage for Same
Day Airport Express Mail not available for claim by the time specified, unless the delay
is caused by:
a.

Strikes or work stoppage;

b.

Delay or cancellation

C.

Governmental

of flights;

or

action beyond the control of Postal Servilce or air carriers,

4-842 182.2 Custom Designed.
Except where a service agreement Iprovides for claim,
or delivery, of Custom Designed Express Mail more than 24 hours after scheduled tender
at point of origin, the Postal Service will refund postage for such maliI not available for
claim, or not delivered, within 24 hours of mailing, unless the item was; delayed by strike
or work stoppage.
X+%3 182.3 Next Day. Unless the item was delayed by strike or work stoppage, the
Postal Service will refund postage for Next Day Express Mail not available for claim or
not delivered:
a.

By 10:00 a.m., or earlier time(s) prescribed by the Postal Service, of the
next delivery day in the case of Post Office-to-Post Office SewiCe;

.I--

Special Services Reform
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By 3:00 p.m., or earlier time(s) prescribed by the Posi:al Service,
next delivery day in the case of Post Office-to-Addressee
service,

of the

G344182.4
Second Day. Unless the item was delayed by strike or work stoppage, the
Postal Service will refund postage for Second Day Express Mail not available ifor claim
or not delivered:
a.

By 10:00 a.m., or earlier time(s) prescribed by the Postal Service, of the
second delivery day in the case of Post Office-to-Post Office service;

b.

By 3:00 p.m., or earlier time(s) prescribed by the Postal Service, of the
second delivery day in the case of Post Office-to-Addre:ssee
service.

FIRST-CLASS
MAIL
CLASSIFICATION
SCHEDULE

t

222 &x-W-a&
222.1

Stamped

t

l

1

l

and Post Cards Subclass

Definition

222.11 Pesta4 Stamped Card. A pestal stamped card is a card with postage
imprinted or impressed on it and supplied by the Postal Service for the transmission
of messages.
222.12 Post Card. A post card is a privately printed mailing card for the
transmission of messages. To be eligible to be mailed as a First-Class post card, a
card must be of uniform thickness and must not exceed any of the following
dimensions:

,,,e-.

a.

6 inches in length;

b.

4 114 inches in width:

C.

0.016 inch in thickness.

222.13 Double Cards. Double p&al stamped or post cards may be mailed as
m
stamDed or post cards. A double pestal stamped or post card consists of two
attached cards, one of which may be detached by the receiver and rmeturned by mail
as a single postal or post card.

-

Special Services

Reform
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222.2 Restriction.
A mailpiece with any of the following characteristics is not
mailable as a pee&l stamped or post card unless it is prepared as prescribed by the
Postal Service:

222.3

a.

Numbers or letters unrelated
address portion of the card;

b.

Punched

C.

Vertical tearing guide:

d.

An address

Regular

to postal purposes

appearing

in the

holes;

portion which is smaller than the remainder

of the card.

Rate Categories.

222.31 Single Piece Rate Category.
The single piece rate category applies to
regular rate +%&a.l Stamoed and Post Cards subclass mail not mailed under
section 222.32.
222.32 Presort Rate Category.
The presort rate category
Stamped and Post Cards subclass mail that:

222.4

a.

Is prepared

b.

Is presorted, marked, and presented
Service; and

C.

Meets the addressing
the Postal Service.

Automation

applies to W

in a mailing of at least 500 pieces;
as prescribed

and other preparation

by the Postal

requirements

prescribed

by

Rate Categories

222.41 General.
The automation
Post Cards subclass mail that:

rate categories

consist of Pestal Stamped

and

a.

Is prepared

in a mailing of at least 500 pieces;

b.

Is presorted,

C.

Bears a barcode representing not more than 11 digits (not including
“correction” digits) as prescribed by the Postal Service; ;and

d.

Meets the machinability,

marked, and presented

addressing,

as specified

barcoding,

by the Postal Service;

and other preparation

---

-

Special Services

Reform

requirements
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prescribed

by the Postal Service.

*

260

ANCILLARY

*

*

l

*

SERVICES

First-Class Mail, except as otherwise noted, will receive the following additional
services upon payment of the fees prescribed in the corresponding Ischedule:

a.
b.
::
F’
9.
ch.

,_-+.

jT-

270

Service

Schedule

Address correction
Business reply mail
Certificates of mailing
Certified mail
COD
Insured mail
Registered mail

ss-1
ss-2
ss-4
ss-5
SS-6
ss-9
ss-14
cc 47

Return receipt (merchandise sent
bv Prioritv Mail only)
Merchandise return

SS-16
ss-20

RATES AND FEES

The rates and fees for First-Class

Mail are set forth in the following
Schedule

Letters and Sealed Parcels
Pastel Stamped and Post Cards
Priority Mail
Fees
l

*

l

221
222
223
1000
*

STANDARD
CLASSIFICATION

360 ANCILLARY
,.-’

.

MAIL
SCHEDULE

*

.

l

t

*

f

*

*

*

t

SERVICES

. .

Irate schedules:

Special Services
362 Single
Subclasses

Reform
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Piece, Parcel Post, Bound

Printed

Matter, Special,

.--Y

and Library

Single Piece, Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter, Special, and Library subclass mail
will receive the following additional services upon payment of the appropriate fees:
Service

Z:
C.

El.
e, &.
& e.
+ f,

Schedule

Certificates of mailing
COD
Insured mail
J
Special handling
Return receipt (merchandise
Merchandise return

ss-4
SS-6
ss-9
cc qq!
SS-18
SS-16
ss-20

only)

Insurance, w
special handling, and COD services may not be used
selectively for individual pieces in a multi-piece Parcel Post subclass mailing unless
specific methods approved by the Postal Service for ascertaining and verifying
postage are followed.
* t

* t

---..

*

PERIODICALS
CLASSIFICATION
SCHEDULE
* t * * t

GENERAL

DEFINITIONS,

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
.--.

/--..

Special Services

3000

3080

POSTAGE

Refund

Reform
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*

*

*

l

f

*

*

*

L

*

AND PREPARATION

of Postage

When postage and special service fees have been paid on mail for which no service
is rendered for the postage or fees paid, or collected in excess of the lawful rate, a
refund may be made. There shall be no refund for registered, COD, and-insured,
Express Mail Insurance fees when the article is later withdrawn by the mailer. In
cases involving returned articles improperly accepted because of exc’ess size or
weight, a refund may be made.
l

CLASSIFICATION

*

*

.

l

SCHEDULE

SS-3--CALLER

SERVICE

3.01 Definition
3.010 Caller service is a service which permits a customer to obtain his mail
addressed to a the customer’s box number through a call window or loading dock.
3.02 Description
t

l

f

of Service
*

3.022 Caller service is provided to customers
and number of post office boxes rented -at
f

CLASSIFICATION

l

SCHEDULE
*

l

*

on the basis of mail vollume received;
any one facility.
t

*

SS4--CERTIFICATE
*

*

l

OF M,AILING

*

4.03 Other Services
4.030 The following services, if applicable to the class of mail, may Ibe
obtained in conjunction with mail sent under this classification schedule upon

Special Services Reform
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payment of the applicable

fees:

Classification
schedule
a. Parcel airlift . .._..__..___.._...........
ss-13
dling _._._.....,.___..._._ SS-18
* + t * *
CLASSIFICATION

SCHEDULE
*

*

SSB--CERTIFIED

l

l

MAIL

t

5.04 Other Services
5.040 The following services may be obtained in conjunction with mail sent under this
classification schedule upon payment of the applicable fees:
Classification
schedule
a. Restricted delivery ._....._......__.__....
ss-15
b. Return receipt
..___._........
SS-16
cc I-&

CLASSIFICATION

SCHEDULE

SS-6--COLLECT

l

t

*

*

ON DELlVER,Y SERVICE

*

6.06 Other Services
6.060 The following services, if applicable to the class of mail, may be obtained in
conjunction with mail sent under this classification schedule upon palyment of the
applicable fee:
Classification
Schedule
a. Registered mail, if sent as First-Class
b. Restricted delivery
J
Q, c. Special handling

ss-14
ss-15
SS-18

,?\

,/-‘.
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l

CLASSIFICATION

9.02
9.020 The maxirnum

l

t

l

l

SCHEDULE

SS-P-INSURED

Description

of Service

MAII-

liability of the Postal Service under this schedule

l

l

*

t

is $699 $5000

*

9.05 Other Services

i-’

9.050 The following services, if applicable to the class of mail, may be obtained in
conjunction with mail sent under this classification schedule upon payment of the
applicable fees:

Classification
schedule
________________________________________---------------------------a. Parcel Airlift __._._.._..,.._____........................ ss-13
b. Restricted delivery (for items insured for
more than $50) _.__.___.____..._ ss-15
c. Return receipt (for items insured for
more than $50) .,.....____.._.__.
SS-16
cc 4F
, ,,......................................
uv
.
e &, Special handling ____._..,,....__._,............. SS-18
CI e_ Merchandise return (shippers only)
SS-20
________________________________________---------------------------t

CLASSIFICATION

SCHEDULE

t

* .

*

SS-Sa--EXPRESS

MAIL INSURANCE

9a.01 Definition
~,r-‘...

9a.010

Express Mail Insurance

--

is a service that provides the mailer with indemnity

Special Services
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~-7.

for loss of, riflino of, or damaae to items sent bv Express Mail.
9a.02 Description
9a.020

Exoress Mail Insurance

of Service

is available only for Exoress Mail.

9a.021 Insurance coveraae is orovided, for no additional charoe. uo to $500 per
piece for document reconstruction. UD to $5.000 oer occurrence reqalrdless of the
number of claimants.
Insurance coveraoe is also provided, for no aclditional charqe,
up to $500 per piece for merchandise.
Insurance coveraoe for merchandise valued
at more than $500 is available for an additional fee, as set forth in R,ate Schedule
SS-9a. The maximum liabilitv for merchandise is $5.000 per piece. For neootiable
items. currencv. or bullion, the maximum liabilitv is $15.
9a.022 lndemnitv claims for Exoress Mail must be tiled within a specified
time from the date the article was mailed.
9a.023 lndemnitv
Service.

will be paid under terms and conditions

prescribed

perioef

bv the Postal

9a.024 Amono other limitations prescribed bv the Postal Service, inclemnitv will not
be paid bv the Postal Service for loss, damaoe or riflino:
a.
!L
c.
d-

Of nonmailable matter:
Due to imoroper packaaina:
Due to seizure bv any aaencv of aovernment:
Due to war. insurrection or civil disturbances.

or,

9a.03 Fees
9a.030
SS-9a.

The fees for Exoress Mail Insurance

CLASSIFICATION

SCHEDULE

service are set forth in IRate Schedule

SS-lo--POST

OFFICE BOX SERVICE

10.01 Definition
10.010 Post office box service is a service which provides the customer with :a
private, locked receptacle for the receipt of &mail
during the hours when the lobby
of a postal facility is open.
10.02 Description

of Service

..-._

.*..--.

Special Services
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l

l

*

t

.

10.021 A post office box holder may teqtte& &the
Postal Service to deliver to
post office box all mail properly addressed to the holder. ++k&b~~t
:
Bex: If the post office box is located at the post office indicated on ihe piece, it will
be transferred without additional charge, in accordance with existing regulations.
l

l

*

*

l

10.03 Fees
*

t

t

l

t

10.031 In postal facilities primarily serving academic institutions or the students of
such institutions, -fees
for post office boxes are administered as
follows:

y-1

Period #k ofbox fe&=a+se
Fee
________________________________________--------------------------95 days or less ........................... l/2 semi-annual fee.
96 to 140 days ............................ 314 semi-annual fee.
141 to 190 days ........................... Full semi-annual fee.
191 to 230 days ........................... 1 114 semi-annual fee.
231 to 270 days ........................... 1 112 semi-annual fee.
271 days to full year ..................... Full annual fee.

10.032 No refunds will be made for hnvc.r
post office box fee&
under
section 10.031. For purposes of this classification schedule SS-10, ithe full annual
fee is twice the ,amount of the semi-annual fee.
CLASSIFICATION

SCHEDULE

SS-1 l--MAILING

LIST SERVICES

11 .Ol Definition
f

f

*

*

11.02 Description
l

11.0221 Gummed

labels, wrappers,

.---

*

*

envelopes

l

of Service
*

l

or pe&al StamDed or post cards

--

Special Services
indicative

Reform
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use will not be accepted
l

CLASSIFICATION

*

l

SCHEDULE

as mailing lists.

t

l

SS-13--PARCEL

l

l

*

?,

*

AIRLIFT

(PAL)

*

13.07 Other Services
13.070 The following services, if applicable to the class of mail, may be
obtained in conjunction with mail sent under this classification schedule upon
payment of the applicable fees:
Classification
schedule
ss-4
ss-9

a. Certificate of mailing
.._...............
b. Insured mail ..,_...__.........._.....................
c. Restricted delivery (if insured for more
than $25 $50) ,_....___..__..
d. Return receipt (if insured for more
than $25 $50) __,.......__.__

ss-15
SS-16

\
f; e. Special handling

CLASSIFICATION

CC,7
SS-18

.._._............
t

l

l

t

SCHEDULE
l

t

*

SS-14--REGISTERED

l

--.

*

hdAIL

.

14.02 Description

of Service

* * . f *
insurance up to a maximum of
14.021 Registered mail service provides @ia!&
$25,000F,
depending upon the actual value at the time of mailino. except that
insurance is optional for articles valued $100 or less.
*

14.026 Indemnity

claims for registered

.

*

l

l

mail on which insurance

is orovided.

or for
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articles valued $100 or less on which optional insurance has been elected,
filed within a specified period of time from the date the article was mailed.
* t

must be

* * t

14.06 Other Services
14.060 The following services may be obtained in conjunction
this classification schedule upon payment of applicable fees:

a.
b.
c.
e

with rnail sent under

Classification
schedule
Collect on delivery
SS-6
Restricted delivery _......................
ss-15
Return receipt .._...._.__.___.___.........
SS-16
cc qq
& Merchandise return (shippers only).
ss-20

14.07 Fees
14.070 The fees for registered
forth in Rate Schedule SS-14.

mail p

3ufdaee

l

CLASSIFICATION

l

l

SCHEDULE
*

*

t

*

SS-16--RETURN
*

l

16.02 Description

are set

RECEIPTS

*

of Service

16.020 Return receipt service is available for mail sent under the following
classification schedules:
Classification
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

Certified mail
COD mail
Insured mail (if insured for more than $50)
Registered mail
Express Mail
Eirr(
Prioritv Mail (merchandise only)

Schedule
SS5
SS-6
ss-9
ss-‘I4

Special Services
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g. Standard Mail (merchandise only sent bv Sinqle Piece,
Parcel Post, Bound Printed Matter. Special, and
Librarv Subclasses )

16.021 Return receipt service is available at the time of mailing ordlhen
ourchased
in coniunction with certified. COD. insured (if for more than $50). reqistered. or
Exoress Mail, after mailing.
16.0211 Mailers requesting
provided, as appropriate:

return receipt service at the time of mailing will be

&-The -signature
of the addressee or his addressee’s
delivered, 8~
kand
delivery, if different from the address on the mailoiece.
t
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l

t

agent, and the date
the address

of
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CLASSIFICATION

SCHEDULE

SS-18--SPECIAL

HANDLING
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18.02 Description
f

+

t

of Service

l

t

l

18.021 Special handling f
service is mandatory
requires special attention in handling, transportation and delivery.
l

CLASSIFICATION

SCHEDULE

l

l

*

for matter which

l

SS-IQ-STAMPED

CARDS AND ENVELOPES

19.01 Definitions
19.010 Plain stamped envelopes and printed stamped envelopes
postage thereon offered for sale by the Postal Service.

are envelopes

with

19.011 Stamped cards and double stamoed cards are defined in classification
schedule 222.11 and 222.13. resoectivelv.

19.02 Description
19.020

Stamped
a.
b.

envelopes

of Service

are available for:

First-Class Mail within the first rate increment.
Standard Mail mailed at a minimum per-piece
Postal Service.

19.021

Printed stamped

19.022

Stamped

envelopes

may be obtained

cards are available for First-Class

rate as prescribed

by the

by special request
Mail.

19.03 Fees
19.030 The fees for stamped
ss-19.

cards and envelopes
l

l

l

*

l

are set forth in Rate Schedule
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CHANGES

IN THE SPECIAL

with the requested

schedules

recommend

corresponding

and the title of Rate Schedule

The special service schedules
the Governors
Commission
that decision,

Approving

A, the Postal Service also is requesting
changes

in the attendant

were last amended

special service

in part by the Decision of

Decision of the IPostal Rate

Reform I. Rate Schedules

along with fee schedules

that

222.

in part the Recommended

on Classification

SCHEDULES

changes in the Domestic Mail Classification

(DMCS) set forth in Attachment

the Commission

SERVICE

amended

in connection

with

for all special services, which were published

;*--.
for informational
10,220)

purposes

are incorporated
Proposed

deletions

in the Federal Register on March 12, 1996 (61 Fed. Reg.
by reference

in this Request.

additions to the text of the schedules

are stricken.

The requested

are underlinecl;

changes in the schedules

proposed

are as follow:s:
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FIRST-CLASS MAIL
RATE SCHEDULE 222
Pesta+ Stamped and Post Cards
l

l

t

*

t

SCHEDULE SS-5
Certified Mail
Fee
(in addition to postage)
Per piece

$440$1.50
l

*

*

t

l

SCHEDULE SS-9
Insured Mail
Liability
$

0.01
50.01

+n

,J.ry

7w
9&J

tn

Lf.0

A 2g

n

+a

4-w."?
r-3,
-3Qo.01

to $ 50
to
100

Fee
(in addition tc postage)
$0.75
1.60

"Tg
I- ,I)

$1.60 DhS $0.90
for each $100
or fraction thereof
over the first $100 in value

-.
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SCHEDULE SS-9A
Express Mail Insurance
Document

Reconstruction

Coveraqe
waljdition
$

0.01

to $500

Fee
to postaae)
no charae

Merchandise
Value Level
matldition
$

0.01
500.01

to $500
to 5000

Fee
to Dostaae)

no charae
$&90 for each $100
!x fraction thereof
over $500 in value

Special Services

Reform

SCHEDULE SS-10
Post Office Boxes and Caller Service
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Fees at Ofices

That Offer Any Carrier Service

Box

Fee

Group

-- D

Box size

1

under 296
296-499
500-999
1000-1999
2000 & over

2
3
4
5

I/

B. Semi-Annual

$30.00
$46.00
$80.00
$121.00
$209.00

$28.00
$41.00
$70.00
$109.00
$186.00

$25.00
$36.00
$65.00
$95.00
$150.00

$B.OO
$13.00
$:24.00
Si35.00
$:55.00

Fees at Offices That Do Not Offer Anv Carrier Service I/

Box size

Fee

1-5

$0.00

21

C. Caller Service Fees

Caller Service
(semi-annual)
Each Reservv
Call Number (annual)

A

-

Fee Group
B
- C

-- D

$250.00

$250.00

$250.00

$:250.00

$30.00

$30.00

$30.00

$30.00

NOTES:
,.c-

I/

In addition to the fees specified,

all customers

will be subiect to an additional

Special Services

Reform
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semi-annual 518.00 nonresident fee per box. reaardless of box size, unless they
receive, pursuant to postal reaulations. an exemption based upon proof of local
residencv.
21 Post office box customers who are elioible to receive carrier service at their
deliven/ addresses are ineligible for these fees and are subiect instead to Group D
fees.
t

t
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l
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SCHEDULE

SS-14

Registered Mail
Feea(I” adalhon
to vx.tage,

-I-=
VALUE
--.---.----_--__
$0.00

to $100

-_--_

bzbsac+
--_--.-

$4.05 {without
I"SYra"ce)~
4.95 w/ifh,"s"rance)
5.40
52Q5.85
57556.30
57QQ6.75
&2s7.20
633s
7.65
&Q58.10
ixQa.55
7&59.00
&4x9.45
%359.90
JisQ10.35
Q&510.80
84a
11.25
%x511.70
4040
12.15
4-o+&
12.60
4&w13.05
4+l-513.50
sL5013.95
+lY8514.40
42a14.85
+24515.30
+zQo15.75
4&s16.20
43&s
16.65
x370&
4&a16.65

$0.00 to $100
100.01 to 500
500.01 to 1,000
1,000.01 to 2,000
2,000.01 to 3,000
3,000.01 to 4,000
4,000.01 to 5,000
5,OOO.Ol to 6,000
6,OOO.Ol to 7,000
7,OOO.Ol to 8,000
8,000.01 to 9,000
9,000.01 to 10,000
10,000.01 to 11,000
11,000.01 to 12,000
12,000.01 to 13,000
13,000.01 to 14,000
14,000.01 to 15,000
15,OOO.Ol to 16,000
16,OOO.Ol to 17,000
17,000.01 to 18,000
18,OOO.Ol to 19,000
19,000.01 to 20,000
20,000.01 to 21,000
21,000.01 to 22,000
22,OOO.Ol to 23,000
23,OOO.Ol to 24,000
24,OOO.Ol to 25,000
$25,000.01 to $l,OOO,OOO
Plus handling charge
per $1,000 or fraction
&&50.45
over first $25,000
$1,000,000 to $15,000,000
455.40
Plus handling charge
per $1,000 or fraction
ws0.45
over first $l,OOO,OOO.
Over $15,000,000:
additional charges may be based on consideration
of weight, space and value.
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SCHEDULE SS-16
Return Receipts
______________________
Description

Requested

________________________

iFee
(in alddition to postage)

at time of mailing:
-

Showing to whom (signature),
where delivered
Merchandise

and date, and address lif diffelrentl

only - without another special service

1.50
1.65
‘?

Requested after mailing:
Showing to whom and date delivered

6.60
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SCHEDULE SS-19
Stamped Cards and Envelopes
Fee (inaddition
Stamped

Card

Double Stamped

$0.02
Card

0.04

ENVELOPES:
Single Sale

$0.06

BULK (500) #6-3/4 size:
Regular
Window

6.20
9.00

BULK (500) size > #6-3/4 through #lO
Regular
Window

I/
12.00
13.00

Multi-Color Printing (500)
#6-314 size
#lo size 11

10.50
15.00

Printing Charge per 500 Envelopes (for each type of printed envelope)
Minimum Order (500 envelopes)
Order for 1,000 or more envelopes
Double Window

to postaoe)

(500) - size > #6-3/4 through #lO

Household (50):
size # 6-314
Regular
Window

l!

4.40
4.40
15.00

3.00
3.10

size > #6-3/4 through #lO
Regular
Window
I/ Fee for precancelled envelopes is the same.
f

*

*

*

3.20
3.30
l
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CERTIFICATION
I, John A. Reynolds,
States

Postal

Service,

Acting

am familiar

Postal Service for a Recommended
the accompanying
Pursuant
Procedure,

,-

direct

the attached

Decision

testimony

5 3001.54(p)

Request,

that

the cost

Request,

as well as the accompanying

of the Postal Service,

statements

accurately

to the best of my knowledge,

I-.

Finance,

Request

on Special Services

Finance,

United

of the United

States

Refolrm, together

with

and exhibits.

(1993),

I hereby

and supporting
workpapers,

set forth the results
information,

Rules of Practice

certify

data
which

that

I have

submitted
purport

shown

and belief,

of the

to reflect the books

every statement

John A. Reynolds

and

read the

as part

by such books,

is proper.

’

/-

Product

to Rule 54(p) of the Postal Rate Commission’s

39 C.F.R.

the Request

with

Manager,

and that,

contained

in
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Report of Independent Auditors
Board of Governors
United States Postal Service
We have audited the accompanying balance sheets of the United States Postal Setvice as
of September 30,1995 and 1994. and the related statements of operations and changes in
net capital deficiency and cash flows for the years then ended. These firuu~ial statements
are the responsibility
of the United States Postal Service’s management.
Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these fmancial statements based on our audits.
We conducted our audits in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and
Govemmenr Audiring Srundardr, issued by the Comptroller General of the United States.
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
about whether the fmancial statements are free of material misstatement
Au audit
includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts ;md disclosures in
the fmancial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used
and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our
opinion.
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material
respects, the financial position of the United States Postal Service at September 30, 1995
and 1994, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended in
conformiry with generally accepted accounting principles.
In accordance wirh Govemmenr

Smndurdr, we have also issued a report dated
November 13. 1995, on our consideration of the United States Postal Service’s internal
control structure and a report dated November 13, 1995, on its compliance with
applicable laws and regulations.

November 13, 1995

,,-.
I.

Audiring

United States Postal Service
Balance Sheets
September 30,
1994
1995
(dollars

in millions)

Assets

Current asseu:
Cash and cash equivalents
Receivables:
Foreign countries
U.S. Government
Consignment
Other

$1316.8

$ 1.4:!0.5

684.2
88.1
38.1
147.0
957.4
79.0
878.4
399.9
2,795.1

635.0
96.6
31.1
204.4
967.1
g6.0
881.1
381.4
2.683.0

317.5

266.0

Construction in progress
Leasehold improvements. net of amonizatlon
TOEI propen) and equipment, net

l&917.2
8,798.l
1,997.l
22.712.4
7;782.4
14,930-o
1,595.7
323.2
l&848.9

11.279.5
8.217.3
1,900s
21.397.3
6:865.9
14,53 1.4
1.425.6
262.9
16,219-g

Deferred retirement cosls (Note ?)

28,959.7

27.246.7

$48,921.2

$46.415.6

Less allowances
Total receivables. net
Supplies. advances and prepayments
Total current assets
Other assets. principally revenue forgone
appropriations receivable (Nore 5)
Propen): and equipment. at cost:
Bulldings
Equipmeni
Land
Less allowances for depreciation

September 30,
1995
1994
(dollars in mdlionr)
Liabilities and net capital deficiency
Current liabilities

/--

Compensation and benefits
Estimated prepaid posrage
Payables and accrued expenses:
Foreign countries
U.S. Government
Other
Total payables and accrued expenses
Prepaid permit mail, and box rentals
Outstanding postal money orders
Current ponion of long-term debt
Total current liabilities
Long-term debL less current portion (current value
of $7.327.7 million in 1995 and $7.825.9 million
in 1994) (Note 6)
Other liabilities:
Amounts oayable for retirement benefiu (Note 4)
Workers’ compensation costs
Retroactive assessmentspayable to the
U.S. Government (NOM 2)
Employees’ accumulated leave
Other

$5,198.9
1,697.4

s 4,433s
1567.4

958.9

832.9

314.5
771.3
2,044.7
1,400.l
6973
260.9
11,299.3

32.9.;
1.119.7
2.282.3
1.289.6
831.5
1.260.9

11.6652

7,018.6

7,726.7

27,612.g
4,685.3

26.013.6
4,326.2

598.2
1,555.l
342.8
34,794.3

899.9
1.513.6
231.9
32,985.2

Commitments and contingencies (Nores 7 and 8)

./-

Net capital deficiency
Capitzl contributions of the U.S. Government
Deficit since reorganization
Toral net capital deficiency

3,034.l
(7,225-l)
(4,191.O)

$48,921.2

See accompanying nofe.5

3.033.9
(8.995.4)

(5.961.5)
$46.415.6

United States Postal Service
Statements of Operations
Years ended Se:ptember 30,
1995
1994
(dollars

Operating revenue (Nore 5)
Operating expenses:
Compensation and benefits (Notes I, 3, and 4)
Other

Income from operations
Interest and investment income
Interest expense on deferred retirement liabilities
(Nore 4)
Interest expense on borrowings
Imputed interest on OBRA 1990 and OBRA 1993
retroactive assessments for employee benefia
(Note 2)

See accompanying

$54,293.5

$49.383.4

41,9313
8,798.9

39,60&8
Q46.4

50,730.z

489455.2

3,5633

928.2

215.9

193.4

(1,363~s)
(566.4)

noter

(L336.4)
(601-5)

(79.0)
$ 1,7703

Net income (loss)

in millions)

(97.L
s

(913.6)

.--.

United
Statements

StatesPostal Service

of Changesin Net Capital Deficiency

Years Ended September 30.1995 and 1994

Capital
Contributions
of U.S.
Government

Deficit Since:
Reorganizatio~n

Total Net
Capital
Deficien_cy

(dollars in millio~ns)
Balance. July 1. 1971
Cumulative Net Loss. FY 1972 - FY
1993
Cumulative Capital Contributions of
U.S. Government, FY 1972 - FY 1993
Balance. September 30, 1993

$1.723.1

(8.081.8)

1.310.4

3.034.1

Net Loss .
Capital Equipment
Government
Balance, September
Net Income
Capital Equipment
U.S. Government
Balance. September

$

(8.081.81~

(913.6jl

$1.723.7
(8.081.8)
1.310.4

(5.047.7)
(913.6)

Transfers to the U.S.

(0.2)
30. 1994

3.033.9

-

(0.2)

(8,995.4;1

(5.961.5)

1,770.3

l,Y703

%(7,225.1)

0.2
%(4,191.0)

Transfers from the
30, 1995

0.2
%3,034.1

United States Postal Service
Statements of Cash Flows
YearsendedSeptember30,
1995
1991
(dollan

s

1g70.3

1.141.4
(2.0)

in milliom,

s

(913.6)

991.9
0.1

83

23.6

(515)

W1.5)

wsa

(9:!.4)

359.1

(1711.8)

(626.1)
415
110.9

(375.7)
I I!..5
70.9

2.7
W-5)
976.1
130.0
(211.4)
1105
i13421
3580.9

(15.7)
8.9

163.6
38.0
633.4
114.5
133.3
654.0

(6349.7)
6368.1
(1907.7)
12.7
(1,776.6)

(10.4SO.0,
12.2192
(1.726~5)
4.9
47.6

1300.4
(3.008.4)
(1.708.0)

300.0
(1.0607)
(760.7)

963
1.4205

s 1516.8

(53.1)

1.4736
s 1.420.5

_-
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United States Postal Service
Notes to Financial Statements
September 30, 1995 and 1994
1. Postal Reorganization

and Accounting

Policies

Postal Reorganization
The United States Postal Service (Postal Service) commenced operatiolns on July 1, 1971,
in accordance with the provisions of the Postal Reorganization Act Its initial capital
consisted of the equity of the Gcvernment of the United States in the former Post Office
Department. with assets carried at original cost less depreciation.
AU liabilities
attributable to operations of the former Post Office Depamnent remained liabilities of the
U.S. GovemmenL except that the unexpended balances of appropriations made to, held or
used by, or available to the former Post Office Department and all lia.bitities chargeable
thereto became assets and liabilities. respectively, of the Postal Service..
Cash Equivalents
Cash equivalenu include securities with maturities at date of purchase of 90 days or less.
Property

and Equipment

Propeny and equipment are recorded at cost, including interest on funds borrowed to
finance the construction of major capital additions. Such interest amounted I:O $47.2
million in fscal year 1995 and $77.7 million in f&al year 1994. Buildings and
equipment are depreciated over their estimated useful lives using the straight-line method.
Leasehold improvements are amortized over the lesser of the lease period or their useful
IiVeS.

Estimated

Prepaid Postage

Estimated prepaid postage represents the estimated amount of revenue collected prior to
the end of me year for which services will be performed in the following year.
Compensation

e-.

and Benefits

Amounts payable for compensation and benefits consist of current liabilities for costs
related to current employees and postal annuitants. Such liabilities include those arising
from current salaries and benefits earned but not yet paid, currently payable workers’
compensation costs. unemployment costs. amGrants’ health benefits pa:yable and current
potions of retirement liabilities.

5 -/ ,Y’/

0 0 3 17? o.United States Postal Service
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
1. Postal Reorganization and Accounting Policies (continued)
Retirement Benefits
Arnounls payable for retirement benefits reflect the ner present v&e of the Postal
Service’s iegal obligation to the Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund (the CSRS
Fund) arising from increases in basic pay granted by postal management to its employees
and cosr-of-living adjustments (COLAS) to postal anrdantr based on postal service.
These liabilities are payable in eqtial amounts over a thirty-year period, with the
exception of COLAS. which are payable over fifteen years. Amounts due and payable in
future years are capitalized as deferred retirement costs and are subsequently amortized
over periods of thirty and fifteen years. The Postal Service’s participation in the
retirement plans is accounted for as participation in multi-employer pl,an arrangements.
Accordingly, retiree benefits costs are expensed as incurred.
Post-retirement Health Benefits
Retiree health benefiu cosu represent the Postal Service’s obligation to pay a portion of
tie health insurance premiums of retirees (and their survivors) participating in the Federal
Employees Health Benefits Program (FEHBP). The Postal Service’s participation in the
FEHBP is accounted for as panicipation in a multi-employer plan arrangement.
Accordingly, retire-chealrh benefits costs are expensed as incurred.
Workers’ Compensation Costs
Workers’ compensation COSLS
are self-insured by the Postal Service and administered by
rhe Department of Labor (DOL). Such costs, which include borh medical and wage
continuation cosu. are recorded as an operating expense in the year of injury at the
present value of tie total esrirnated cosu of claims. Estimates of the roral COSISof claims
are based upon severity of injury, age, assumed mortality, experience trends and other
factors.
At tiscal year 1995 year-end, Ihe total estimated liability for future workers
compensation cash outlays was $5.218.6 million. At fiSCd 1994 year-end, this liability
was S4.860.0 million. In fiscal year 1995. rbe Postal Service recognized $877.3 million
in workers’ compensation expense. This compares to tie $326.8 miXlion recorded in
fiscal year 1994.

7.’ ;‘/
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United

StatesPostal Service

Notes to Financial Statements(continued)
1. Postal Reorganization

and Accounting

Research ar.d Developments

Policies (continued)

Costs

Research and development costs, which relate primarily to new equipment design, are
expensed as incurred. Such cosu amounted to $51.9 million in fisc:al year 1’995 and
S50.4 million in fiscal year 1994.
Current

Values of Financial

Instruments

Current values of invesnnenu in nonmarketable U.S. Government securities are based on
me current values of equivalent marketable U.S. Govemmenr securitie.s. Current values
of Postal Service debt obligations are based on the estimated cost to retire the debt
utilizing current yields on equivalenr U.S. Treasury obligations.
Supplies, Advances and Prepayments
Supplies. advances and prepayments are comprised primarily of supplies inventory,
motor vehicles inventory, repairable pam inventory for mail processing equipment and
annual leave advances. Invemories are stated at the lower of average cost or market and
amounted 10 $214.8 million and S176.2 million in 1995 and 1994. respectively.
Reclassifications
Certain reclassifications have been made to previously
conform to the current year presentation.
2. Retroactive

reported amount

in order to

Assessments for Employee Benefits

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

Act of 1990

The Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act (OBRA) of 1990, enacted in October 1990,
exrended rhe Postal Senice’s obligation to pay the employer’s portion of annuitant
COLAS (Now 4) and healrh benefiu (Note 3). The OBRA of 1990 also assessed the
Posul Sen?ce for retroactive amounu IO be paid in five annual insmllments. beginning in
fiscal year 1991. totaling S2.14 billion. The assessment represents the employer’s portion
of annuirant COLAS and health benefiu. previously paid by the U.S. Government, that
rhe Posral Service would have paid had the provisions of the 0BP.A of 1990 been in
effect from July 1. 1971 through September 30. 1986.

9
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United States Postal Service
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
2. Retroactive

Assesskents

for Employee Benefits (continued)

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

Act of 1990 (continued)

The retroactive assessments payable under the OBRA of 1990, on a present value basis,
are ;LSfollows (dollars in millions):
Fiscal Year

Health Benefits

COLAS

1991
1992
I993
1994
1995

S 56.0
47.0
62.0
56.0
234.0

$216.0
266.0
316.0
416.0
471.0

Less amount representing imputed interest at 5%
(533.7 million expensed in FY 1995)
Retroacti\,e assessment for employee benefits
expensed in 199 I

Total
% 272.0
313.0
378.0
472.0
705.0
2.140.0
329.9 :61.810.1

-

The last lnstallmenr for the OBRA of 1990 was made in fiscal year 1995.
Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

Act of 1993

The 0BR.S of 1992. (enacted in August 1993. obligated the Postal Service IO pay interest
on the rerroactive assessments due under the OBRA of 1990. The interest assessment
will be paid in three annual installments. beginnin p” in fiscal year 1996, totaling $.l.@Il
blllion. The assessment represents interest, at 5%, on the employer’s portion ofarmuirant
COL.\s and health benefits. previously paid by the U.S. Government, that the Postal
Service would have paid had the provisions of the OBRA of 1990 been in effect from
July !. 197 1 through September 30. 1986.
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United States Postal Service
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
2. Reeoactive
Omnibus

Assessments for Employee Benefits (continued)

Budget Reconciliation

Act

of

1933 (continued)

The amounts payable under tie OBFL4 of 1993, on a present value basis, are as follows
(dollars in millions):
Fiscal Year

Health Benefits

COLAS

1996
1997
1998

$116.0
116.0
116.0

S231.0
231.0
231.0

Less amount representing imputed interest at 5%
Retroactive interest assessment expensed in 1993
Less portion IO be paid in FY 1996 classified as a
current liability
Add amount of imputed interest expensed through 1995
($45.3 million expensed in FY 1995)
Retroactive interest assessment classified as a
noncurrent liability
3. Post-retirement

Total
$ 347.0
347.0
347.0
1.041.0
184.0
857.0
347.0
88.2
-

.S 598.2

Health Benefit Programs

Career employees of the Postal Service are eligible to participate in the FZHBP, which is
administered by the Office of Personnel Management (OPM). during their employment
and also after retirement- Under rhe FEHBP. the Postal Service pays a portion of the
health insurance premiums of participating employees. retirees and their :swivors.
The OBRA of 1990 requires the Postal Service to pay the employer’s, share of health
insurance premiums incurred through participation in the FEHBP for all employees
reriting on or after July 1. 1971 and their survivors, with the exclusion of costs
attributable to federal civilian service prior to that date. Such costs amounted to $513.3
million in fiscal year 199.5 and 5519.0 million in fiscal year 1994 and are included in
compensation and benefits expense.
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Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
1. Retirement
Description

Programs

of Plans

The Postal Reorgamzatton Act provided that officers and career employees of the Postal
Scrvtce were to be covered by the CSRS. which provides a basic annuity and Medicare
coverage. Substanttally all employees hired prior to January 1, 1984, au-ecovered by the
CSRS. The Postal Scmice and each participating employee comttibutc: an amount equal
to 7% of the employee’s basic pay to the Civil Service Retirement and Disability Fund
(CSRS Fund) and also make Medicare contributions at the statutoril:y prescribed rate.
The Postal Service makes no matching contributions to the Thrift Savings Plan for CSRS
employees.
Employees hired between January 1, 1984 and January 1, 1987, were covered by the
Security System until January 1, 1987. Certain
provisions of the Dual CSRYSocial
employees with prior government service continue to be covered by suclh provisions. The
Postal Semite contributes an amount equal to 7% of each employee’:; basic pay to the
CSRS Fund. The employee contribution rate is 0.8% of basic pay. Both the Postal
Servtce and the employee make contributions for Social Security and Medicare at the
statutorily prescribed rates. The Postal Service makes no matching co~ntributions to the
Theft Savings Plan for Dual CSRS/SociaJ Security System employees.
Effective Ja.nu~ 1, 1987. employees hired sinceJanuary1, 1984, except as noted above,
are subject to the pro,visions of the Federal Employees Retirement Systc:m (FERS) Act of
1986
In additron. employees hired prior to January 1, 1984 were able to elect
particrpation m FERS during certain perrods in fiscal years 1987 and 1988. FERS is a
three-tter retuement system consisting of Social Security,a basic armuit:y plan and a thrift
savings plan.
The Postal Semite made contributions IO the FERS basic annuity plan in an amount equal
IO I J.-I% of each employee’s basic pay in fiscal year 199.5 and 12.9% in 1994. The
employee contribution rate was 0.8% of basic pay in both years. Both the Postal Service
and each employee contribute to Socral Security and Medicare at the statutorily
prescrrbed rates. In addition. the Postal Service is required to contribute a minimum of
1% per annum of the basic pay of FERS employees to the Thrift Savings Plan.
Contributions by FERS employees to the Thrift Savings Plan are voluntary and are fully
matched by the Postal Semite up to 3% of basic pay and at a 50% rate between 3% and
5% of basrc pay.

12
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Notes to Financial Statements(continued)
4. Retirement
Description

Programs

(continued)

of Plans (continued)

The number of employees enrolled in each of the retirement plans ;at the end of fiscal

years 1995 and 1994 are as follows:
1995

340309

CSRS
Dual CSRS/Social Securiry
FERS
Deferred

Retirement

14,634
398,048

1994
350.8 11
14,658
362,339

Costs

Deferred retirement costs consist of the following deferred liabilities (dollars m millions):
1995

CSRS basic pay increases
CSRS annuiunrs’ COLAS

Deferred

Retirement

Liability

$24,097.0
4,862.7
$28.959.7

1994
$22.884.9
4.361.8
$27.246.7

- CSRS

Under the CSRS, the Postal Service is liable for that portion of any estimated increase in
the deferred liability of the CSRS Fund attributable to Postal Service employeemanagement agreements mar authorize increases in employees’ basic pay on which
benetirs payable from the CSRS Fund are computed. The estimated increase in the
deferred liability as determined by OPM is paid by the Postal Service in thi:rry equal
annual inslai1ment.swith interest computed at 5% per annum. The first payment thereof
is due at the end of the tiscal year in which an increase in the basic pay becomes
effective.
The increases in the deferred liability for retirement benefits pursuant 10 employeemanagement agreements under the CSRS in fiscal years 1995 and 1994 were S2.200.4
million and 5930.6 million, respectively.

United States Postal Service
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
1. Retirement Programs (continued)
Deferred Liability - Annuitants’ COLAS
The OBRA of 1990 made the Postal Service liable, on a prospective basis, for the cost of
C0L.k granted to postal annurrants (and their survivors) retiring on or after July 1, 1971,
wrth the exclusion of COSISattributable to federal civilian service prior to that date. The
annual liability created by thus law is deterrnked by OPM and funded in equal annual
installments over fifteen years. with interest at 5% per annum. The increase in the
deferred liability for annuiranrs’ COL.qs was 5971.5 million in fiscal year 1995 and
SE68.7 million in fiscal year 1991.
Deferred Retirement Liability - FERS
The deferred liability of the FERS basic annuity plan was created in fiscal year 1’989and
was related to costs associated with those employees who elected to transfer f:rom the
CSRS. During 1993. OPM determined that net assets available for benefits attributable
IO the Postal Service exceeded the accrued liability attributable to plostal employees.
.Accordingly. OPM determined that no payment was due on September 130,1994, and that
the liability was cons,ideredto be fully amortized as of that date.
Future .Minimum Payments
The estimated future minimum paymenrs required to fund amounts payable for CSRS
rerrremenr benefits and Annuitanrs’ COLAS on September 30, 1995 are as follows
tdollxs in rnilhons):
Fiscal Year

Amount

1996
I997
1998
1999
2000
Thereafrer

S 2,794.8
2,766.7
2.736.1
2.730.4
2,711.o
31.320.9
45,059.9

Less the portion classified as a
current liability
Less amount representing interest

1.3468
16.100.2
$27.612.9
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Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
4. Retirement

Programs

(continued)

Expense Components

Components of aggregate retirement expenses included in compensa!tion and benefits
expense for tiscal years 1995 and 1994 are shown below (dollars in millions):

CSRS -regular
FERS -regular
FERS -Thrift Savings Plan
Dual CSRYSocial Security
S0zia.l Security
Amortization of deferred liabilities:
CSRS
Annuira.nt COLAS

3.
-

199.5

1994

$ 842.9

lf70.0
400.1
34.4
1,008.2

% 830.4
1230.0
339.8
33.5.
949.7

470.6
$5,014.5

424.2
$4.663.1 -

Revenue Forgone

Operating revenue includes reimbursemenrs and accruals for revenue forgone. Revenue
forgone results from charging lower rates for those mail categories which Congress has
determined should be subsidized through tax dollars. Revenue forgone appropriations
included in operating revenue in tiscal years 1995 and 1994 amounted to $117 million
and S131 million, respectively.
On October 28. 1993 the Revenue Forgone Reform Act (Act) was enacted. The Act
authorizes Congress to appropriate $29 million annually through 2035, which will
reimburse the Postal Service for earned but unpaid revenue forgone a:ppropriati#onsfor
1991, 1992 and 1993. as well as for the cost of phasing out certain aspectsof the revenue
forgone program in fiscal years 1994 through 1998. Should Congress f.a.ilto appropriate
an amount authorized, the .4c1 authorizes the Postal Service to recoup the failure of
appropriations by adjusting rales on all mailers through tie postal raremaking process.

,,r-
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United StatesPostal Service
Notes to Financial Statements(continued)
5. Revenue Forgone (continued)

The transitional appropriations authorized under the Act total $1.218billion. Thepresent
value of these future appropriations, calculated at 7%, is approximately$390million.
Management has determined that the present value of the potion of the future
appropdations related to unpaid amounts in fiscal years 1991 through 1995 is
approximately $3 17.5 million, including $54.0 million recognized in income in 1995.
This amount is recorded as a receivable at September 30, 1995. Tl-tereceivable recorded
at September 30, 1994 related to unpaid amouns at that date was $265.3 million.
6. Long-Term

Debt and Interest Costs

The Postal Reorganization Act, as amended by Public Law 101-227, authorizes the Postal
Service to issue and sell obligations not to exceed $15 billion outstanding at any one
time. Net annual increases in outstanding obligations are limited to $2 billion for the
purpose of capital im,provemenrs and $1 billion for operating expenses.
Annual maturities of outstanding debt for each of the next five years are (dollars in
millions):
Fiscal Year

Amount

1996

$ 260.9

1997
1998
1999
2ooo
Thereafter

513.3
2.182.7
84.7
85.3
4.152.6

Cash paid for interest was S576.1 million in 1995 and S684.6 million in 1994.
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Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
6. Long-Term

Debt and Interest Costs (continued)

Long-Em

consists

debt

followtig

of tie

(dollars in

Lnterea
Rate %

millions):

September 30,
1995
1994

T.2l-lTlS

Payable 531 &Lion

cacb year (0 May 31.2033

P~yablcS1Smi~oncachycar~oMav31.2001
Payable SSO miLLion each year 10 June ), 1997 and S-225 miL!ion due on
June 1. 1998
a.274

Payable 530 miJJion each year 10 June 1. 1998

6.908
9.074

Payable 235.4 nullion each year 10 June I. 1998
Payable 560 million each year LOJune I. 1998

9.061

Payable 536 million

uch

8.768’

Payable 524 million

on June 2. 1997: payments of 536 mUion

on June 1. 1998.1999:

yea, 10 May 31. 19% S12 million
and paymcnu

ol 536 million

due J zic 2.1997

ucb

7.766
7.230”’

yur

l.so.o

141.6
240.0

48.0

84.0

Payable

on Scprcmkr

450.0

30. 1997 (rcticd

mawiry

wu

5950 million

5803 mliion

on Scplcmkr

31. 1994

6.307

Payable on Cklobtr

31. 1997: callable

7.367

Payable on Augur

payable

in fucal

168.0
450.0

year

on Ocmber

2.

250.0

30. 1997)

1200.0
1,CKKLO

Novcmkr

15. 2002. cali7ble November

Payable on Novemkr

30.2007.

Payable on November

IS. 2024. ullablc

Payable May 16. 2035

120.0

803.0

Payable an Ocrokr

6.214

1062

there-

Payable on Sep~cmber 30. 1998

1995 and 5400 million

-*--

1725

168.0

4 616

7618

1225
90.0

Payable on Ckmber 2. 1995

1995. original

Vansbie

s 192.0
105.0

each yc~

af~crthroughMay31.2OOl

axa--

5 160.0
90.0

callable

30. 1995
30. 1997

1.500.0

1500.0

1500.0

1500.0

November

M, 1997

l,ooo.o

1.000.0

November

15. 1995

1,100.o

3w.o

500.0

0.0

United States Postal Service
Notes to Financial Statements (continued)
7. CommitmenLs
At September 30. 1995. r-he estimated cost IO complete approved Postal Setice
projecs in progress was approximately 51.95 billion.

capital

Torz! rental expense for the yexs ended September 30. 1995 and IF34 is summzized
follows (dollars in millions):

Noncancelable real estate leases including
related taxes
Facilities leased from General Services
Administration subject to X20-day notice
of cancellation
Equipment and orher short-term rent&

At September 30, 1995. the future minimum

1995

1994

$580.5

$555.0

34.6
150.0
$765.1

38.0
148.2
S741.2

as

rentak for ti noncancelable leases are as

follows (dollars in millions):
ygaJ
1996
1997
1998
1999
2OaI
Thereafter

&&l
$ 465.2
383.0
310.4
240.2
161.5
577.2
$2.137.5

_
:

hfost of these leases contain renewal options for periods ranging from three to twenty
years. Ceti
noncancelable real esta= leases have options to purchase ithe facilities at
prices specified in the leases.

United States Postal Service
Notes to Financial Statements(conhued)
8. Contingencies

Several equal employment opportunity, employee compensation, environmenral and
other lawsuits are pending against the PostaJ Service. In addition, there are certain
pending suits and claims resulting from traffic accidents involving postal vehicles and
injuries on postal propekes. suits involving personal claims and prope:rry damages, and
suits and claims arising out of postal contracts.
In July 1993, the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) ruled that the restructuring
initiated in fiscal year 1992 constituted a reduction-in-force (RIP) as defined by the Code
of Federal Regulations. In tiscal year 1993, the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)
intervened on behalf of the Postal Service by requesting the full MSPB Board to
reconsider its decision. In June 1994, the Board reaffirmed its decision that the
restructuring was a RJF. In August 1994. Postal Service appeals before the U.S. Court of
Appeals were withdrawn by the Department of Justice at the request of OPM.
Management recorded a Liability in fiscal year 1994 for estimated losses resulting from
tie impact of the Board’s decisions, including the resolution of appeals. During fiscal
year 1995. management revised its estimates concerning the liability for compliance costs
and the resolution of appeals based upon actual experience. Throughout the fiscal year,
General Counsel actively litigated or resolved the majority of the outstanding appeals.
The number of open appeals at year-end, either before the MSPB or pending before the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit was the basis for the estimated liability as
of September 30, 1995. Differences between the assumptions and evaluations made by
management and settlements occurring in 1995 have been recorded, and are reflected in
fiscal year 1995 earnings. Differences between revised estimates and final settlements
will be recorded in future years.
As a pan of management’s continuing evaluation of estimates required in the prepiaration
of its financial stalemenu. reductions in liabilities approximating S360 million were
recorded in fiscal year 1995 earnings. This was to recognize settleme:nt of claims and
lawsuits, and to revise other estimates.
In the opinion of management and Generai Counsel, adequate provision has been made
for amounts which may become due under me suits, claims, and proceedings discussed in
the preceding paragraphs.
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Final Adjustments,
Year 1995
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ATTORNEY

USPS-T-5B

Cost and Revenue Analysis
Base Year 1995

USPS-T-5C

Rollforward

USPS-T-5D

Factors

WORKPAPERS

Cost Segments and
Components, TY 1996 at
Current Rates

USPS-T-5E

Final Adjustments, TY
1996 at Current Rates

USPS-T-5F
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Attachment

EXHIBITS
TESTIMONY

WITNESS

I

USPS-T-6

Mr. Ellard
I
I
1

USPS-T-8

I

NUMBER

I

WORKPAPERS

ATTORNEY

I

Kenneth Hollies
(202) 268-3083

I

David Rubin
(202) 268-2986

USPS-T-7

Ms. Needham
1 Ms. Needham

TITLE
I

E

(

i-

Anthony Alverno
(202) 268-2997

Docket

No. MC96-3

Attachment

COMPLIANCE
This
Service

has

Attachment
supplied

Commission’s

contains
the

Rules of Practice

STATEMENT

a statement

information

of the

requested

and Procedure

information

is not included

in direct

Postal

Service’s

witnesses,

it is contained

in the

exhibits,

Request,

or has been incorporated

or attachments,

in which
54

(39 CFR § § 3001.!54

requested

to the Request,

manner

in sections

Where

attachments

F

and made available

testimony
Request

and

the

Postal

64

of the

and 3001.64).

or exhibits
or in this

by reference

of the
or other

in the testimony,

to the Comlmission.

F-2
RULE:

54(b)(l),

INFORMATION

1.

Present

REQUESTED:

1996,
present
2.

Mail

These rules provide that each request must include
schedules of the existing effective postage rates and
fees for all postal services and those rates and fees
as proposed
to be changed
or adjusted.
The
schedules
must:

and Proposed

Attachment
Domestic

(21, (3), (4)

Classification

and proposed

show the full rates and, where applicable,
the
phased rates under section1 3626 of title 39,
U.S.C., and any proposed a~djustment to such
phased rates under section 3627 of title 39,
U.S.C., indicated bythe circumstances
known
at the time of the filing;

(2)

be presented
in a summairy
fashion
and a
tariff-like
form,
specifying
those
rules,
regulations
and practices
which establish the
conditions
of mailability
and the standards
of
service.
Specifically,
they rnust address such
functions
as mail
pickup
and
delivery,
processing
and other similar functions;

(3)

contain
a statement
economic substitutability
classes and subclasses;

(4)

be accompanied
by an id,entification
nonpostal
services.

Fee and Classification

A includes

with the proposed

(1)

the affected
Schedule,

provisions

special

service

Service’s

current

present

underlined.
fees, with
that

provisions

by the Governors

Attachment
the proposed

Establish

rules and regulations

B includes

of all

of the

on March

4,

the effective

fees underlined.

Conditions

that

degree
of
the various

Provisions.

and proposed

as approved

Rules, Regulations,
and Practices
Standards of Service.
The Postal

Schedule

of the
between
and

of Mailability

specifically

govern

and

the

-

F-3
provision

of the

following

portions

§
§
§
§
5
§
§
§
§
§

special

services

at issue

of the Domestic

in this

Mail Manual

proceeding

are contained

(Issue 49, September

in the

1, 1995):

D910 (Post Office Box Service)
D920 (Caller Service)
SO1 0 (Indemnity
Claims)
S500.1.5
(Express Mail Indemnity)
S91 1 (Registered
Mail)
S912 (Certified
Mail)
S913 (Insured Mail)
S915 (Return Receipts)
S917 (Return Receipt for Merchandise)
S930.1
(Special Delivery)

The Postal Service
classification

will promulgate

schedule

changes

rules and regulations
pursuant

to its statutory

consistent

with

authority.

the proposed

&g

39 U.S.C.

§

401(2).
3.

Degree

of Economic

The degree
testimonies

of economic

of witnesses

substitutability

Substitutability

and Identification

substitutability

Tolley

is also discussed

of Nonpostal

was addressed

and Musgrave

in Docket

in the testimonies

and discussed

No. R94-1.

of witnesses

IServices.
in the

The nature

Lyons

of

and Needham

in this docket,
No nonpostal
Nonpostal
stamps,

services

sale of passports,

sale of miscellaneous
vending

include:

machines,

’ Although
nature.

services

to the proposed

alien registration,

postmasters

Mailgram,’
in Alaska

Mailgram

special

sale of philatelic

sale of migratory-bird

products,

not a service,

pertain

hunting

photocopy
serving

is included

service

products,

changes.

sale of food

and conservation1
service,

as notaries

vending
public,

here in recognition

stamps,

stands

and

and post office

of its nonpostal

F-4
assistance

to the Office

From time to time,
these

nonpostal

of Personnel

the Postal

services

Service

Management
may offer

may be provided

and the Selectiw
other

on a limited

nonpostal

Service
services.

or trial basis.

System.
Some of

-
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RULE:

54(c)

INFORMATION

REQUESTED:

Information
Tolley

and Musgrave

witnesses

r-

responsive

Lyons,

in Docket

Landwehr,

This rule requires that each request
identify
characteristics
of the mailer and the recipient,
describe the contents
of items mailed within
class and subclass.
to this rule was provided
No. R94-1,
and Needham

in the testimonies

and is also provided
in this docket.

the
and
each

of witnesses

in the testimonies

of

F-6
RULE:

54(d)

INFORMATION

REQUESTED:

This rule requests
“an identification
of the physical
attributes
of the items mailed by class and subclass,
including
shape, weight, and distance.”

Please refer to the two
presenting
and type

1995

originating

of mail included

Data pertaining
workpapers
special

-Y

to weight

of witness

services

of witnesses

which

Lyons

tables

from the Origin-Destination

and destinating
with

the response

and distance
Patelunas

average

in this docket.

are the subject

daily volumes;

to Rule 54(d)

are summarized

(pieces)

in Docket

in the testimony,

Further

of this docket

Information

information

is contained

System
by class

No. MC96-2.
exhibits,

and

describing

the

in the testimonies

and Needham.
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RULE:

We)

INFORMATION

REQUESTED:

The requirements
this docket
in the DMM

for the special

are described
sections

To the extent that such information
is not included
within material supplied under rule 54(b)(2),
this rule
requires
that each request
describe
the “special
service arrangements
provided
to, or requested
or
required of, mailers by the Postal Service which bear
upon the cost of service or the value of the mail
service to both the sender and the recipient,
e.g.,
services relating to mailer preparations
in excess of
requirements
specified
by the
[Domestic
Mail
Mama/l,
pick-up and delivery, expedited
or deferred
processing,
and other similar activities
performed.

services

in the testimonies

identified

in response

for which

of witnesses

changes

Landwehr

to Rule 54(b)(2).

are proposed
and Needham,

in
and

F-B
RULE:

54(f)(l)

INFORMATION

Information
Patelunas.

REQUESTED:

responsive

This rule requires that the Postal !Service provide in
each request “the total actual accrued costs during
the most recent
fiscal year for which
they are
reasonably
available.”
to this

rule is provided

in the testimony

of witness

-

._--

RULE:

54(f)(2)

INFORMATION

(Basic

Submissions)

REQUESTED:

This rule requests:
--

for the year in which the filing is made, estimates
of the total actual
accrued costs of the Postal Service, assuming
the prefiling
(existing)
rates and fees;

__

for the year in which the filing is made, estimates
of the total actual
accrued costs of the Postal Service, assuming the prloposed rates and
fees;

__

for a year which forms the basis for the proposed1 rates and fees,
beginning
not more than 24 months
after the filing
date of the
Request,estimates
of the total actual accrued costs of the Postal Service,
assuming the prefiling (existing)
rates and fees;

__

for a year which
forms the basis for the proposed
rates and fees,
estimates
of the total actual accrued
costs of the Postal Service,
assuming the proposed rates and fees.

Witness
accrued
After

Patelunas’s

costs assuming

Rates”)

testimony

prefiling

rates and fees.

(“Test

presents

FY 1996,

Year Before Rates”)

estimated
and proposed

total
(“Test

actual
Year

RULE:

54(f)(2)

INFORMATION

(Methods

and Procedures)

REQUESTED:

For the estimated
total accrued costs specified in this provision,
the rule requests an
explanation
of the methods and procedures
used for the cost projections,
Iincluding
__

an explanation

of the projection

__

an explanation
total costs;

of the effect

_.

specification
of the cost savings which will
improvements
in total productivity,
indicating
and technological
advances and innovations;

__

identification
test year.

For the
provided

changes

in

USPS

spreadsheets.
R94-1.

Witness

on estimated
reduction
rollforward
abnormal

Further

proposed

programs

costs which

in this
witness

background

material

testimony

docket,

projections.

USPS

LR-SSR-11

11zvels on estimated

be realized from gains and
such fac,tors as operational

materials

to be incurred

related

workpapers

on volumes

addressesthe

which

volume

are expected

Lyons’s

USPS LR-SSR-1 1 specifies
and productivity,

volumes;

of the projected

LR-SSR-101,

Patelunas’s

costs.

costs.

of abnormal

ot total

and

are incorporated
the

volume

resulting

in witness
presence

are

associated

in Docket

of projected

the cost savings

addresses

to this: rule

was presented

effect

in the

No.
levels

from

cost

Patelunas’s

or absence

of

F-l 1
RULE:

54(f)(3)(i)

INFORMATION

and (ii) (Operating

Costs)

REQUESTED:

This rule requires that the cost presentations
prepared
and (f)(2) of Rule 54 must show the following:

,-

in response

tO paragraphs

(f)(l)

_.

the Postal Service’s operating costs, described in “sufficient
detail as to
the accounting
and functional
classifications
and with such reasonable
explanation
so that the actual or estimated
amount for each item of
expense may be readily understood”;
and

__

full explanations
for the amounts
included for depreciation
on capital
facilities
and equipment,
debt service, contingencies,
and extraordinary
or nonrecurring
expenses.

These

financial

data are presented

in USPS LR-SSR-11.

Q83196
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RULE:

54(f)(3)(iii)

INFORMATION

(Cost Assignment

and Distribution)

REQUESTED:

This rule requires that the cost presentations
prepared in response
and (f)(2) of Rule 54 must show the assignment
and distribution
the functions
“comprising
the mail process,”
including,

to paragraphs
(f)( 1)
of costs to each of

__

an itemization
of costs by the major accounts
Service’s
books of account for all cost segments;

__

an itemization
of costs
general overheads,
etc.;

--

an assignment
and distribution
of the costs
related mail volumes,
for each function;

__

an assignment
and distribution
of the costs by account,
together
with
related mail volumes,
to “such subfunctions
within each category
for
which information
is available or can be developed”;

__

an explanation
of the
assigned and distributed

For
testimony
all cost
associated

the

development

and exhibits
segments,
with

provide
and

of

such

method
by which
to functions.

base

year

the itemization,

by function.

subfunctions

by functions

Data

are not produced

cost

as reflected

as collection,

acceptance,

by account,

the

estimates,

costs;

together

by

allocation,

and distribution

pertaining

to

by the Postal

account

witness

“related
Serviice

by the

with

are

Patelunas’s
of costs for
mail

volumes”

data systems.

-

? ‘y’i/
,,
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RULE:

54(g)

INFORMATION

REQUESTED:

Actual
exhibits

of witness

accrued
Patelunas.

This rule requires that each request for changes
in
rates and fees provide, in a form consistent
with the
filing required by Rule 54(f), “the total actual accrued
costs
for each fiscal
year since the last filing
pursuant to’this section.”
costs

for FY 1995

are presented

in the testimony

and

F-14
RULE:

54(h)(l)

INFORMATION

REQUESTED:

This rule requests the separation
of actual and estimated
total costs, for the fiscal
years specified in Rule 54(f), as between postal services (including1 international
mail)
and nonpostal
services.
“The presentation
shall show the methodology
for separating
postal costs as between
postal services
and nonpostal
services,
and shall be in
sufficient
detail to allow a determination
that no nonpostal
costs have been assigned
or allocated to postal services.”

International
and revenues
C.O.D.

for several

and

Identifiable

money

orders

institutional

million

costs

The $28.2

contained

with

provision
The

postal

million

of costs

includes

for paper stock

for most

are

--

by other

thousand

expenses

could

borne

applications,

the remaining

which

in FY 1995.

passport

in witness

for some nonpostal

associated

$26.0

are separated

services

costs reported

Reimbursements
totalled

mail costs

and

selling

for migratory

be considered

were $28.2

of these

and other

by that

labor costs
bird

bird stamps.

nonpostal

services

are not available.

for nonpostal

services

currently

other

Costs

nonpostal

services,

for the nonpostal

costs

services

of $2.2

identified

million

million

in cost

services

increased

food

It also
of providing

Experience

in FY 1995

the

in FY 1995.

for handling

Costs

exhibits.

nonpostal

amount

stamps.

Costs

-- such as

Patelunas’s

services

services

exhibits.

nonpostal

in witness

difference

migratory

Patelunas’s

with
sampling

stamps

and

includes

$93

any other

measurement
suggests

of
of

that,

may be so low as to be insignificant.
for which

reported

costs

are not

’ The word “nonpostal”
is used here in a generic rather than jurisdictiorlal
Some special services (such as money orders) have nonpostal
aspects.

currently

sense.

-.

/-

F-l 5
available

are believed

The following
and their

----.

to be small.
table identifies

some services

which

could

be termed

nonpostal

cost elements:

-

3 (CL-’&
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IDENTIFICATION
OF NONPOSTAL
SERVICES
AND THEIR COST ELEMENTS:
SERVICE

COST

C.O.D.

Money

Orders

Sale of Philatelic

Products

ELEMENTS

See wiitness
exhibits.

Patelunas’s

See witness
exhibits.

Patelunas’s

Window
service
clerk
costs;
possibly
Postal
Service ,penalty mail costs
and certain supply costs.

Sale of Food Stamps

Window
costs.

Sale of Passports

Window
service clerk and
city carrier costs; possibly
some
Postal
Service
penalty Imail cost:s.

Sale of Migratory
Bird,
Hunting and Conservation
Stamps

Window
service
costs; COStS of
printing stamps.

Sale of Miscellaneous
(e.g., jiffy bags)

Window
service clerk
costs;
some
possibly
Postal
Service
penalty
mail costs.

Photo

Copy

and Vending

Post Office Assistance
Service Commission
Registration

clerk

clerk

None.

Service

Vending Stands
Machines

Draft

Products

service

to Civil

None.

Window
costs.
Window
costs.

service

service

clerk

clerk
F.
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RULE:

54(h)(2)

INFORMATION

and (3)

(Separation

of costs)

REQUESTED:

For the actual and estimated
total costs presented for the years specified
these rules request the costs to be separated as follows:

in zrule 54(f),

__

those direct costs
of mail service;

__

those indirect costs which
of mail service;

_-

any other costs of the Service which can be reasonably
class of mail or type of mail service;

assigned

__

any other
reasonably

be attributed

The methodology

Witness
information

costs of the
assigned.

used to derive

Patelunas’s

for FY 1995

which

these

testimony,
and FY 1996.

can be attributed

to each class of mail or type

can be attributed

Postal

costs

Service

which

is requested

exhibits,

to each class of mail or type

and

cannot

to be set forth

workpalpers

to each

or

in detail.

provide

this

RULE:

54(h)(4).

INFORMATION

(12)

REQUESTED:

This rule applies to the costs identified
in rule 54(h)(2).
It requests that these costs
be separately
attributed
to mail classes, subclasses,
and special services.
It also
requests identification
of the methodology
used in attribution
and an analysis of the
effect of costs on the following:
_-

volume;

__

peaking

__

priority

__

mailer

preparations;

_.

quality

of service;

__

the physical

--

expected
operational

__

any other

The data relevant
provided.

The
indirect

patterns;
of handling;

incurrence
methods

gains
in total
and technological
factor

methodologies

of volume

peaking

by the

employed
patterns;

on costs of these

Postal

in the

on costs
factors

indicating
such
and innovations;

factors

as

costs.

of the effect

are recognized

of cost analysis

productivity,
advances

are detailed

to volume,

and which

--

affecting

employed

costs

The effect

In addition

of the item mailed;

to the analyses

attributable

Patelunas.

nature

testimony

is indicated

identified
in cost

Service

is also to be

to develop
and

exhibits

direct

and

of witness

by this testimony.

in this
attributions

by the Postal

factors

Service

rule

which

influence

and assignments
include

the following:

cost
by the

-

,-

These
following

__

priority

__

mailer

preparations;

__

quality

of service;

--

the physical

__

cost reduction

factors

of handling;

nature

of the item mailed;

programs.

are associated

with

Postal

Service

cost

attributions

in the

ways:
1.

The cost consequences

of peaking

relevant

are reflected

cost segments

patterns

in mail processing

in witness

Patelunas’s

and other
testimony

and exhibits.
2.

Mail entitled

to priority

selection

methods

to separate

selection

methods

consume

charged

to expedited

mails.

a commitment
attributed
3.

Mailer
certain
results

handled
resulting

to supply

often

requires

it from
time,

the

general

priority

cost transportation,

culling

or other

rnailstrearn.

and the associated

Also, to the extent
premium

manual

labor

Such
costs

handling
such

are

involves
costs

are

to avoicl the incurrence

of

to the mail so transported.

preparation
costs

enables

by
Cost

at various
from

the Postal

in the mail processing

obtained

Transportation

_-.

handling

the

mailer

and transportation

In-Office

System

stages

Service

(TRACS),

Cost

by sampling

in these functions,

preparation.

System

reflect

functions.
(IOCS)
the types
differences

The

and

the

of mail
in costs

jp#Jii,tj
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4.

The

cost

quantified

consequences

of quality

separately.

in the level

attribution.

are attributed

to the classes

of service,

the attribution
5.

nature

processing

mail,

which

the space

in the

characteristics

consequences
incidence

transportation

costs

The testimony

of witness

subclasses

costs

and subclasses

inspection,

i

associated

and

of air

that

benefit

associated

with

have no effect

on

the 1:ime consumed

in

with

except

of mail.

reflected

The

as

particular

categories
in cost

by weight-density

of mail.

attributions.
factors,

of these

indicated

and

and cube.

and USPS LR-SSR-1 1 indi,cate

including

cost

and quantified

insosfar

particular

programs

designed

of the Postal
programs

of costs for the test year and attributed
of mail in a manner

and the facility

are not isolated

in development
The results

pieces

by weight

Patelunas

programs,

affects

deliver

process,

are influenced

relationships,
requirement.

and

of time is affected

role of cost reduction

in estimates

higher

in transportation,

are, however,

For instance,

revenue

mailed

characteristics

attributioh

are largely

cost

productive

the

other features

from

occupied

can sort

of physical

separately

6.

of the item

carriers

consequences

These

as freedom

isol;sted

of costs.

The physical

with

such

Certain

are not

includsed to some extent

For example,

from that mode of transportation.
quality

service

They are, nevertheless,

of cost

transportation

of

-’

to improve

Service’s

alre carried

overall
forward

to the classes

in the testimony

the

and

of witness

--

Patelunas.
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RULE:

54(h)(5)

INFORMATION

- (h)(lO)

(“Roll-Forward”

model)

REQUESTED:

These provisions
generally
specify particular
items which are to be included
in the
presentation
of the process by which base year costs are rolled-forward
to test-year
costs, such as listings of the forecasting
factors,
piggyback
factors,
interim period
workpapers,
and an overall summary
cost table.
Rules 54(h)(6)
and (7) request an
explanation
of the attributable
cost final adjustments
and the “other
services”
adjustments.

The
workpapers

items

requested

of witness

by this

Patelunas.

rule are found

in the testimony,

exhibits,

and

-.

RULE:

54(h)(ll)

REQUIREMENT:

(Nonattributed

This rule applies to costs that are identified
as “nonattributed
or
unassigned”
pursuant to Rule 54(h)(2).
It requires an explanation
as to why such costs cannot be attributed
or assigned.
It further
requires the identification,
to the extent possible, of all such costs
which benefit more than one class of mail or type of service (but
not all classes or types), together
with the mail classes or types
of services so benefitted.

Nonattributed
costs

fixed

costs

are not attributed

volumes

given

the

operations

Regular

benefitting

from
service

be responsible

__

Window

weight,

matter,

clerks

in response

subclass,

or type
which

in accordance

with

of

These

changes

in

and are not the

of service.

costs

method

costs.

to small

of mail or type of service,

benefit

more than

the following

postage

pa’yment,

pieces of that type of mail likely

activities

Carrier

offices.

Route)

one,

standard:
and

other

appear

in the

fund

also include

to some

(Periodicals)

Yet these

At larger offices,

and Enhanced

benefit

bulk third-class

activities.

fees and trust
Regular

and services

For example,

service

at smaller

and (Standard

all classes

costs.

window

for accepting

service

nearly

and Enhanced
clerk

or resiclual

by the cost element. 7 If yes, the mail is “benefitted.”

institutional

(Standard

second-class

of service,

shape,

encompassed

the various

do not vary

institutional

of a type of mail, would

As a practical

window

class,

identifies

or types

permissible

characteristics

from

a specific

table

but not all, classes

they

as institutional,

class or subclass

of providing

The following

are identified

because

of any particular

costs

costs)

Carrier

second-class

and

mail are not listed
classes

window

payments

degree

are handled

service

relating

clerks

by
may

to (Periodicals)

Route) third-class

the sale of precanceled

as

stamps,

bulk mail.
setting

of

320 xolj~g~g
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postage
class,

meters

for use on (Standard

and general

a class is not listed
is not handled

given
require

service

as benefitting

the fact that

does not mean that
the characteristics
handlings

contained

and Enhanced

for all types

of mail.

from a particular

at all in activities

Conversely,
activity

delivery

Regular

for which

a substantial

of that
within

class,
that

some

Consequently,

cost

as benefitting

portion

Route)

of that

cost component.

the class

is incurred.
from

a particular

of the class benefits,

pieces

bulk third-

the fact that

cost does not mean that

the particular

a class is listed

Carrier

class

will

cost

but only that
of necessity

-.

INSTITUTIONAL
COSTS THAT BENEFIT MORE TH.AN
ONE TYPE OF MAIL BUT NOT ALL TYPES
Tvpe

of Cost

Segments
2 and 3:
Clerks-Window
Service
plus related supervision,
primarily the institutional
portion of stamps, cards and
meters.

Segments
6 and 7:
City carriers-institutional
portion of collection
plus related supervision.

City carriers-institutional
portion of parcel delivery
plus related supervision

r-

Types Primarily
Benefit-ted

First-Class
Mail, Priority
Mail, (Standard Single Piece) third-class
single piece, (Standard
Parcel Post)
zone-rated
parcels, (IStandard Special
Single Piece) non-presorted
special-rate
fourth-class,
(Standard
Library) library
rate fourth-class,
and (Expedited
Mail)
Express Mail.

First-Class
Mail, Priolrity
Mail, (Standard Single Piece) third-class
single piece, (Standard
Parcel Post)
zone-rated
parcels,
(Standard
Special
Single Piece) non-presorted
special rate
fourth class, (Standard
Library) library
rate fourth-class,
and (Expedited
Mail)
Express Mail.
(Standard)
Fourth-class,
free mail
for the blind and handicapped,
Priority
Mail
and
(Expedited
Mail)
Express Mail.

ecJ3a1o
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RULE:

54(i)

REQUIREMENT:

Witnesses
respond

to this

This rule requires a statement
of the criteria employed
by the
Postal Service in construction
of the proposed r;ste schedule.
The
statement
must include:
__

the identification
derived from the
subclass of mail
assigned to that

__

the identification
of the procedures
and methods
used to
apportion
(to postal services) that part of the total revenue
requirement,
which is in excess of costs attributed;

__

such other studies,
information
and da1.a relevant
to the
criteria established
by section
3622 of title 39, U.S.C.,
with appropriate
explanations
as will assist the Commission
in determining
whether
or not the proposed
rates or fees
are in accordance
with such criteria.

Lyons’s
rule.

and

Needham’s

of the relationship
between the revenues
rates and fees for a particular
c:lass and
or service and the costs attributed
and
class or subclass of service;

testimonies,

exhibits,

and

workpapers

-I
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RULE:

54(j)(l),

REQUIREMENT:

(2), (31, and (4)
These
years,

rules require specification
of revenues
including
the test year. Revenues must

__

FY 1995,

.-

test year (FY 19961,
fees:

assuming

__

test year (FY 1996),

assuming

assuming

prefiling

(existing)
prefiling

proposed

for certain
fiscal
be submitted
for
rates and fees;
(existing)

rates and

rates and fees.

The actual and estimated revenues for these years must be shown
in total and separately
for each class and su:bclass of mail and
postal service and for all other sources from which the Postal
Service collects revenues.
Each revenue presentation
must be supported
the methods and procedures
employed.
Revenues

for FY 1995

test year (FY 1996)
Lyons’s

are provided

are provided

and Needham’s

exhibits

by witness

by witness
Patelunas

and workpapers

Patelunas.

by identification

Revenues

for the

and can be ,found in witnesses

for FY 1996.

of

003812
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RULE:

54(j)(5)

REQUIREMENT:

Volumes
FY 1996
1996

volume

(volume

This rule requires that the Postal Service
and subclass of mail and special service

present

for each

class

_.

for each postal quarter beginning
with the first quarter of
the most recent complete
fiscal year and ending one year
beyond the last quarter of the test year, actual or estimated
mail volumes at the prefiled (existing)
rates and fees;

__

for each postal quarter beginning
with the quarter in which
the rates are assumed to become effective
and ending one
year beyond the last quarter of the test ylaar, the estimated
volume of mail assuming the effectiveness
of the proposed
rates.

at the existing
estimates

at the proposed

workpapers.

estimates)

rates

rates are presented
associated
are shown

with

in USPS LR-SSR-102,

the President’s

Budget.

in USPS LR-SSR-101

including
Volumes

ancl witness

the

for FY
Lyons’s

-

,-
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RULE:

54(j)(5),

REQUIREMENT:

(6). (7)

(Demand

study

-- methodology

and documentation)

These rules require that the volume estimates
provided
pursuant
to Rule 54(j)(5) must be derived from an econometric:
demand
study relating postal volumes to their economic: and noneconomic
determinants,
including postal rates, discounts
and fees, personal
income,
business
conditions,
competitive
and complementary
competitive
and complementary
nonpostal
postal
services,
activities,
population,
trend, seasonal patterns and other factors.
The study must be furnished with the request, and any ‘departure
from the assumptions
and specifications
in the demand study
made in estimating
volumes of any class or subclass of rnail must
be explained.
For volume and revenue
the Postal Service must

estimates,
provide:

and subject

to Rule 54(a)(2),

__

a detailed
explanation
of the methodology
employed
to
forecast volumes for each class and subclass of mail and
Representative
deri,vations
of these
postal
service.
forecasts
from the econometric
demand
study must be
presented
in detail for two major mail classes, showing
each intermediate
value or factor employed.
For rremaining
classes and subclasses
of mail, such derivations
may be
summarized,
except where their derivations
depart from the
representative
methods presented;

__

a detailed
explanation
of the methodo,logy
employed
to
forecast changes in revenues for each class and subclass
of mail and postal service resulting
from changes in rates
and fees;

__

a computer
implementation
of the methodology
to forecast
volumes
and revenues
for each
The
subclass
of mail and postal
service,,
implementation
must comply with Rule :31(k)(3),
be able to compute
forecasts
of volumes
and
compatible
with those specified in Rules 54(j)(2),
(5) for

employed
class and
computer
and must
revenues
(3), and

0

any set of rates and fees within i3 reasonable
range
of the prefiled (existing)
and the iproposed rates,

0

any date of implementation

r-

within

the range spanned

F-30
by the assumed date of implementation
of the test year,

and the start

0

alternative
forecasts
of the economic
determinants
of postal volumes,
other than pos-tal rates and fees,
and

0

alternative
values of any parameters
with assigned
values that are based upon unverifiable
judgments.

Subject to Rule 54(a)(2), the Postal Service mclst make available
at the offices of the Commission,
in a form that can be read
directly by a standard digital computer,
the following:

For the
provided

No. R94-1.

all of the input files and programs
needed
required econometric
demand study;

__

any input files and programs
employed
to derive
index for any class or subclass
of mail or postal
from postal rates, discounts,
and fees;

__

any input files and programs
used to prcipare
in the required econometric
demand study.

changes

in USPS

spreadsheets.

__

proposed

LR-SSR-101,

Further

background

in this
witness
material

docket,

materials

Lyons’s

workpapers,

on forecasting

to replicate

was presented

a price
service

data for use

relate13 to this
and the

the

rule

are

associated
in Docket

-

,/-.
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RULE:

54(k)

INFORMATION

REQUESTED:

This rule requests that the Postal Service provide, for
the two fiscal years immediately
preceding the year
in which the request is filed, the Eialance Sheet, the
Statement
of Income and Expense, basic statistical
information,
and the Statement
of Income
and
Expense by budget category.
This includes
data
with respect to the following:
(1)

the Balance Sheet and a supporting
for each item that appears ,thereon;

(2)

the Statement
of Income and Expense and a
supporting
schedule for each item appearing
thereon;

(3)

as appropriate,
statistical
data with respect to
pieces
(by
ph,ysical
attributes,
revenue,
showing separately
amounts of mail identified
as stamped, metered, and imprinted,
or other),
weight, distance,
postal employees
(number,
total payroll, productivity,
etc.), postal space,
post offices (number, classes, etc.), and any
other
pertinent
factors
which
have been
utilized in the development
of the SlJggeSted
rate schedule;
and

(4)

the Statement
segment.

of Income

and Expense

schedule

by cost

In addition, this rule requires that the Postal Service
provide a reconciliation
of the budlgetary information
with the actual accrued costs for the most recent
If the fiscal
information
for the
fiscal
year.
immediately
preceding
fiscal
year
is not fully
available on the date of filing, the Postal Service is
required
to make
a preliminary
or pro forma
submittal,
and file an updated report once the fiscal
information
is completed.
Financial
,-.
to this request.

information

for FY 1994

and FY 1995

is included

in Attachment

D

003816
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Other
witness
total

other

data for revenue,

Patelunas’s

personnel

pieces,

testimony.

costs,

productivity)

Witnesses

Lyons’s

“statistical

data”

weight,

Information

concerning

is included

and Needham’s
referred

and distance

are shown

postal

workyears,

in USPS LR-SSR-‘I

testimony,

exhibits

in exhibits

‘-

to

(number,

1.

and workpapers

furnish

to by this rule.

,-

-.----

-.-

,-.
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RULE:

54(l)(i)

REQUIREMENT:

This rule requires a statement
(which can be in workpaper
form)
indicating
for each class and subclass of, mail and postal service
the relevant billing determinants
(e.g., the volulme of mail related
to each rate element in determining
revenues)
separately
for the
current rates and the proposed rates.
Proposed changes in rate
design and the related adjustments
should be explained
in detail.

The information
(insured,

return

determinants
with

/-

receipt,

for other

the Postal

required

by this rule for certain

and registry)
classes

is found

and subclasses

Rate Commission.

generally

of the affected

special

services

in USPS LR-SSR-11,4.

of mail and special

services

Billing

are on file

003818
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RULE:

54(l)(ii)

REQUIREMENT:

This rule requires,
subject to subsection
(a)(,.?), the base year
volume of third-class
bulk mail by ounce increment
for each shape
(letter-size,
flat,
irregular
parcels,
and parcels),
submitted
separately
for regular and preferred,
by presort level.

This Rule is not applicable
to third-class

bulk mail.

to this Request

since there

are no changes

proposed

-*

,-

F-35
RULE:

54(m)

REQUIREMENT:

This rule requires a statement,
which can be iln workpaper
form,
presenting
detailed
calculations
of continuing
appropriations
according
to 39 U.S.C. 5 2401(c)
and phas,ing appropriations
under 39 U.S:C. § 3626 and any proposed
adjustment
to such
phased rates under 39 U.S.C. 5 3627 indicatecl by circumstances
known at the time of the filing. Calculation
of all the phased rates
for the entire applicable
phasing period should be explained
in
detail.

This Rule is not applicable
to any preferred

classes

to this Request

or subclasses

of mail.

since there are no changes

proposed

003820
F-36
RULE:

54(n)

REQUIREMENT:

Information

-_--

This rule requires identification
of any performance
goals which
have been established
for the classes and subclasses
of mail. The
Request must identify
the achieved
levels of service for those
classes
and subclasses
of mail and mail services
for which
performance
goals have been set.
responsive

to this rule was provided

---

~~

in Docket

-

No. R94-:I

-

003821
F-37
RULE:

54(o)

REQUIREMENT:

The
Service’s

required
witnesses.

This rule requires
Request.
workpapers

seven

are supplied

sets of workpapers

with

the

to be filed

testimonlies

with

of the

the

Postal

003822
F-38
RULE:

-

54(p)

INFORMATION

REQUESTED:

The requested

certification

This rule requests one or more certifications
stating
that
the cost
statements
and supporting
data
submitted
as part of the formal request, as well as
the accompanying
workpapers,
which
purport
to
reflect the books of the Postal Service, accurately
set forth the results shown
by such books.
The
requested certification
is to be signed by one or more
representatives
of the Postal Service authorized
to
make such certification.
is submitted

as Attachment

C to this Request.

--

.-

003823
I-

F-39
RULE:

54(q)

INFORMATION

An opinion
Fiscal Year

1995

REQUESTED:

from

This rule requests an opinion from an independent
public accountant
to the extent and as required by
39 U.S.C. § 2008(e).

the independent

is contained

accounting

in Attachment

D.

firm of Ernst

& Young

covering

3 Fsf/

1003824
F-40
RULE:

64(b)(l),

INFORMATION

Information

-

(2), (3), (4)

REQUESTED:

responsive

These subsections
change proposed:

request,

for every

classification

(1)

copies of the currently-effective
Classification
Schedule
and
changes thereto:

(2)

specification
of the rules, regulations
practices
that establish
the conditions
mailability
and standards
of service;

(3)

a statement
of the degree
of economic
substitutability
between
the various
classes
and subclasses;
and

(4)

an identification

to this rule is provided

of all nonpostal

in response

Domestic Mail
the proposed

and
of

services.

to Rule 54(b).

-.

003825
F-41
RULE:

64(c)(l),

INFORMATION

(2), (3)

REQUESTED:

This rule asks for information
regarding the users of
the Postal Service, the nature of the items mailed
and the methods of mailing used. Specifically,
this
section requests the following:
(1) an identification
of the characteristics
of the
mailer and the recipient,
and a description
the
contents
of items mailed withirl
each class and
subclass;
(2) identification
of the physical
attributes
items mailed by class and subclass, including
weight and distance;
and

of the
shape,

(3) to the extent it is not provided under paragraph
(b)(2), a summary statement
that describes
special
service arrangements
provided
to, or requested
or
required of, mailers by the Postal Service that affect
the cost of service or its value to the Inailer or
recipient.
1.

Characteristics
Information

2.

Physical
Information

3.

Summary
Information

of the mailer,
responsive

attributes

recipient,

to this rule is provided

of the items

responsive
statement
responsive

and the content

mailed

service

to Rule 54(c).

in response

to Rule 54(d).

arrangements.

to this rule is provided

--

in response

mailed.

by class and subclass.

to this rule is provided
of special

of items

in response

to Rule 54(e).

F-42
RULE:

64(d)

INFORMATION

Information

REQUESTED:

responsive

This rule requests that the effects: of the change
cost assignments,
total costs, ancl total revenues
provided,
both before and after the change.
to this Rule is provided

in response

to Rule 54.

on
be

.-

00382i
F-43
RULE:

We)

INFORMATION

Information

l

REQUESTED:

responsive

This subsection requires that, whenever the Postal
Service proposes
to reassign
a portion
of onr:
existing
class or subclass of mail or service to
another existing class or subclass of mail or service,
the request must include a comparison of the before
and after costs and revenues of handling the relevant
classes or subclasses, and before and after costs and
revenues of the portion that is to be reassigned.
to this Rule is provided

in response

to Rule 54.

,-/

RULE:

64(f)

INFORMATION

REQUESTED:

/

_’
The
provide

testimonies

the reasons

This rule requires that the postal Service provide a
complete statement Of the reasons and bases for the
proposed changes.

of witnesses

Lyons,

and bases for the proposed

Steidtman,
changes.

Landwehr,

and Needham

6

003829
F-45

I

RULE:
v

64(g)

INFORMATION

Information

REQUESTED:

responsive

This rule sets forth the requested
requisites
for workpapers.
to this Rule is provided

in response

format

and filing

to Rule 54(o)

-

-

.-

RULE:

64(h)

INFORMATIC

)N REQUESTED:

The Compliance

Statement

This
rule calls
for compliance
with
specified
subsections
of Rule 54 when the Postal Service
proposes a change in the mail classification
schedule
having a rate, fee or total cost change implication.
provisions

addressing

Rule 54 am set forth

above.
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